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The main objective of the project ,,Practice with Erasmus+ the path to professional 

development" to provide opportunities for students and vocational training specialists acquire 

new professional skills, which will provide better employment opportunities for students, 

promote social integrity, strenghening teacher's professional competencies, which will ensure 

the quality of vocational training and attractiveness. The objective will be pursued within the 

framework of vocational training specialists and students internships:The 14 learners (cars 

mechanics, finishers (builders), welders, cooks) 3 weeks will practice in the Spanish and Italian 

firms. 7 graduates will play a long-term ErasmusPro 3 months practice in Austrian companies. 

2 car mechanics students will practice in the Latvian vocational school 4 weeks. 

The students practice time will strengthen the practical skills, general and foreign language 

competencies. Will gain real work experience and the specific professional knowledges. 

3 different specialists 5 activity days will monitor the activities of colleagues in the Italian 

vocational training establishment and in the Spanish company. Will intercept foreign colleagues 

experience. The vocational training staff will improve the professional competencies that will 

ensure the quality of vocational training. Will learn from foreign colleagues new ideas and 

inspiration will apply in the teaching process, which will provide better employment 

opportunities for the students, will encourage their social integrity. 

In the company employed professional training specialist from Italy 5 days will conduct training 

activities, will present the traditions of Italian cuisine, cooking traditions, will share their 

success story. All participating participants will acquire new professional skills, will familiar 

with the variety of Italian cooking, will improve the cook's specialty students' employability. 

2 vocational training specialists will go to the 2-day enunciation visit to Latvia. They will 

improve their professional competence, will change expertise, will strong international 

cooperation. 

Expected project results: 

After the visits, each participant will share their best practices. 

Participants' internships will confirm with the Europass Mobility documents. 



The participants will create a project presenting the film, brochures, photo exhibition. Prepared 

,, Good examples collection" and recommendations ,, How to motivate, consult, inform, educate 

students' professional skills, how to involve students in the training activities“. Set out the 

technology lessons in general education schools' students, using the experience gained during 

the internship. Conference organized to present the project results. All the participants will read 

discourses, to lecturers will be issued qualification certificates. 

Representatives of educational institutions, social partners, employers will provide an 

assessment, what the benefits of the project results have for employers. 

Students will fill ,, The mobility project participant's questionnaires. The survey will assess 

whether the project is consistent with the need to, the results and changes. Made analysis will 

let to make the conclusions, to improve the activities for the preparation of next year's project. 

In the Erasmus + practice improve students' practical skills,  specific professional competencies, 

acquisition of real work experience, increased social integrity, improved the competencies of 

staff. Will be satisfied employers need to recruit the best practical work ready graduates, will 

decline in the number of unemployed. Businesses will be easier to find people with the 

necessary skills to increase competitiveness. 

Each Erasmus+ project thanks strengthens the strategic objectives of accessibility, improving 

the quality of activity, increase the level of internationality. Each member's of school the 

personal development contribute to the improvement of school performance. Changing the 

school's culture: teachers and students become more open, willing to try something new. 

Improving the microclimate, strengthening the teachers' leadership.  

Professional training specialists will go to teach lessons in Latvia will establish a close 

neighboring the cooperation touch. At the end of the project the teachers will be go in one by 

another in teaching visits, thus enhancing international cooperation, share the professional and 

the best experience, expand the leadership. 

Affiliate the new links with Italy, Austria and Latvia representatives of organizations will 

promote the international cooperation, will increase the professional experience, will promote 

the growth, will strong the strategic aims' achievement. With Latvian partner agreement even 

after the end of the project, teachers will be held in one another in teaching visits, also will 

improve the teachers' professional competence, will exchange with the professional experience, 

will strong the international cooperation. 

 



     
 

   
 

  



  
 
 

 
EB- Bau 

Wärme-, Kälte-, Schalldämmung 

Steuerberg 13, 9560 Feldkirchen in Kärnten, Austria 
stark.horst@aon.at 
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Auto Steinwender 
Weitensfeld 66, 9344 Kaindorf, Austria 

http://www.auto-steinwender.at/ 
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Josef Fladnitzer Kunstschmiede - Schlosserei - 
Stahlbau GesmbH & Co KG 

Kirchgasse 15, 9344 Weitensfeld im Gurktal, Austria 
http://www.fladnitzer.at/ 
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Kioto Solar St. Veit 
Solarstrasse 1, 9300 St. Veit an der Glan 

office@kioto.com 
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 Hotel Sammer - Holzer 

Am See XI, 9122 St. Kanzian 
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